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Date:     September 16, 2019               

 

Subject:    General Manager Report   

 

Staff Contact: Timothy R. Shaw, General Manager  

 

For the given month, I participated in the following reoccurring meetings and special events: An 

unanticipated consequence to the Opus Bank final draw demanded a considerable volume of 

District resources for this reporting period. The Opus Bank interpretation of the destination 

account (Opus account instead of Umpqua account) for the final draw is counterintuitive. The 

February 28, 2018 Opus Bank Loan Agreement does not specifically state it must be an Opus 

account and there are no terms (interest rate, fees etc.) provided in the Loan Agreement. 

Nevertheless, we are advised by Bond Counsel (Brian Quint) that the District must open an Opus 

account and must (effectively) accept the Opus terms and conditions for that account. 

1. On Aug 19th I met with Jim Peifer, RWA Executive Director. Jim has been on a tour of RWA 

member agencies. In addition to introductions, Jim is seeking feedback on the RWA 

Strategic Plan revisions. The feedback I provided included; increasing collaboration among 

member agencies as a mitigation to the onslaught of new regulatory requirements, increasing 

transparency, and improving timing from the perspective of the time member agency 

representatives have to review meeting documents. 

2. On Sept 4th, I met with the GMs of Sacramento Suburban, San Juan, Folsom, Carmichael 

and Del Paso Manor regarding regions collaboration. We discussed the final draft of the RFP 

for seeking a consultant to perform the feasibility study. 

3. On Sept 5th I visited the Arden Way branch of California Bank and Trust to wire transfer 

account to Umpqua. 

4. On Sept 12th Director Gifford and I attended the RWA regular Board meeting. 

5. On Sept 12th (afternoon) I attended a meeting with the GMs of Sacramento Suburban, San 

Juan, Folsom and Carmichael regarding the RFP for the collaboration study.  

6. Other initiatives in progress are: 

I have been monitoring the proposed legislation with potential impacts to the District. There 

are a handful of bills expected to receive the Governor’s signature that will have a direct 

impact on the District. I have distributed the summary of those bills and other pending 

legislation to the Directors and staff. 


